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SET-UP

1. Select Preference tab from navigation in the dashboard
2. Select Communication from the sub-navigation
3. Enter your RingCential credentials: Username, extension, and password

4. Click the Save button at the bottom of the page

RINGCENTRAL CREDENTIALS
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TEXT MESSAGING

1. Select any appointment on the calendar
2. Click on SMS at the bottom of the pop-up box. As default, the system will display an appointment reminder text
message template in the message box as shown below:

3. Click send

VIEW, SEND, AND REPLY FROM APPOINTMENT ON CALENDAR
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TEXT MESSAGING

1. When a patient sends a text message to a number set-up with your RingCentral account, you will receive a text
message notification in the chat box in the bottom right corner of the screen.
2. Users can view, reply, or call the patient from this box.

REPLY TO TEXT MESSAGE FROM CHAT BOX ON CALENDAR
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APPOINTMENT CONFIRMATION

1. OD Online will send an automated reminder to patients 1 day prior to appointment. You can confirm whether a
reminder has been sent by the icon that appears next to the patient's name in the calendar. 

2. If a patient replies with "C", "OK", or other confirmation signal, the system will update the appointment status to
"Confirmed" and change the color of the appointment to orange.

AUTOMATED APPOINTMENT CONFIRMATION VIA TEXT MESSAGE

Status of appointment
has changed

Response from the
patient

Changed color indicates
confirmed appointment
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SINGLE CLICK TO CALL
A "Call" button will be shown in the patient record if the patient has a phone number on file. Click the "Call" button to
make a call. 
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PICK-UP REMINDERS
When a patient's order is ready, staff can update the order status and OD Online will automatically send a reminder to
the patient letting them know that their frames and/or contact lens are ready for pick-up. Messages come pre-defined
and can be changed by authorized users. Update order status by:

1. Select Bill & Orders from navigation in the dashboard
2. Select patient
3. Click the "Add order history" button and select status from the drop down menu
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VIEW MESSAGE LOG
TEXT MESSAGE LOG

To access the text message log:
1. Select Report tab from navigation in the dashboard
2. Select SMS Log from the sub-navigation
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VIEW MESSAGE LOG
NOTIFICATION LOG

To access past notification reminders sent to patients:
1. Select Report tab from navigation in the dashboard
2. Select Notification Log from the sub-navigation
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